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This issue of the Utimme Umana 
La Voz Oculta Magazine is dedicat
ed to the destruction of the nega
tive images of Blacks presented 
through the American media in 
general and American film in speci
fic. While trying to decide just how 
or what approach to take, we 
decided that one of the most 
controversial films ever in regard to 
projecting negative images of 
Blacks in film, should be taken and 
exposed to the public. The film 
"Birth of a Nation," written and 
directed by D.W. Griffith is the film 
that we chose 

The contents of this film depict a 
truly racist America with it s set 
goal of c reating a socially distorted 
view of the days of slavery and 
after the Civil War. There are 
those of you will say that the racist 
tactics used by the American media 
are behind us now, as it is one 
hundred and fourteen years that we 
have been free, and sixty-four years 
since this epic film was made. 
However, the influence of this film 
and others are still effecting us 
today. 6 

All one has to do is view the images 
of Bla ck people as presented on the 
half-hour comedy-soaps, to find out 
that racist films of this nature are 
still with us today. 

We hope that you enjoy the two 
finely written articles on the social 
and educational consequences of 
the racist film, "Birth of a Nation." 

Mark Malone 
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<> a while back, I couldn't get 
eep at night, worrying about 

y workload was going to be 
ished before the morning, 
rstood that my professors 

care less about my other 
and responsibilities, 
ted re-evaluating my time 

the things I did with my 
time. 
Knew if 1 was to complete my 
last year at TSC, some structural 
changes had to be made. 
1 found out that if I devoted less 
time to sleep, I co uld do more. 
Jame to realize that time 
schedules are a blessing in 
disguise. 

By utilizing my time schedule, I 
was able to get a closer look at 
what had to be done, compared 
with how much time I had to do 
it. By placing my priorities in 
perspective, I ca me to realize how 
much time had been wasted in 
the past. I was now able to do 
twice as much as before, with less 
than half the effort. 

Trenton State College, it's im por
tant that we put our priorities in 
perspective and screen out the 
time consuming, irrelevant ele
ments. We must realize that it's 
easy to get an "A" or "B", and 
even easier to get an "F". 

If we are to survive at TSC, we 
must make our books our pri mary 
objectives, and have everything 
else take a secondary stand. 

It s all about remembering why 
you re here, learning what you 
have to do to stay here, and the n 
doing it! It's as simple as that. 

Reevaluate how your time is 
spent and put a little more time 
Apply a little more time manage
ment. You'd be surprised at the 
difference it makes. 

Judie Clark 
Editor-in-Chief 

How many times have we all 
waited until the last minute to 

am for a test, start brooding 
over how very much there is to 

and as a result of this 
Prospect, wind up not doing 
anything? During one's stay at 
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Expo 79 
Lois Robinson 

On Saturday, September 29, Expo 
'79 was held in the Student Center. 
It was an exposition business 
ownership for New Jersey Women. 
Women business owners came from 
as far away as CapeMay. They 
displayed information about their 
businesses or how to start one. 
First, about every type of business 
was represented. Women business 
owners who had exhibits included 
crafts, jewelry, stationary, maga
zines, fashions, insurance, leather 
goods and many others. There 
were also many Women's organiza
tions such as the N. J. Association 
of Accountants, Women's Insurance 
Network, North Jersey Unit of t he 
National Association of Negro Busi
ness Women, Professional Women's 
Clubs and many others. 

Participants were charged five 
dollars for registration which en
titled them to participate in any one 
or more workshops. Workshops 
were broken into two areas: 
Women starting a business and 
women who own businesses. These 
workshops covered such areas as 
getting started right, avoiding rip-
offs, financing a new business... free 
resources to nelp you, professionals 
you will need, financial manage
ment, accounting and many, many 
others. 

There were over 1800 in attendance 
according to the sponsors. How-
over, due to a lack of sufficient 
advertisement to the campus com
munity many students were una
ware of this exposition and it's 
value to them. Those students who 
missed the exposition really missed 
an opportunity to expand their 
knowledge of the business world. 

Richard C. Wright 

Third World Organization [ 
invites you to its next 

general meeting. 
Thursday, October 18, 

at 6:30p.m., in the 
George Jackson room. 
All Third world Students [ 
invited 

Ic 
E 
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Freada Klein comes to TSC 
William S. McLean 

On Wednesday, September 25, 
College Union Board of Trenton 
State College presented a lecture 
by Ms. Freada Klein on the subject 
of rape on College campuses. Ms. 
Klein has done most of her studies 
on the west coast. The reason being 
that it is close to where she has 
done her professional work at the 
University of California. 

Her lecture began with the question 
what is rape? She stated that rape 
is the universal crime against 
woman. She mentioned that con
victed rapist often boast about their 
being rapist. These people are 
taken to psychiatric institutions, 
where they are treated as mental 
cases. But the average rapist isn't 
really a mental case because of the 
level of intelligence which goes into 
planning sexual assaults. 

Rape is the fastest growing crime in 
America today. In the years of 1960 
to 1974, this crime has risen over 
the one hundred percent range, but 
there is also a low level report of 
the crime. Ms. Klein stated that 
one out of every three woman 
would be raped in their life time. 
An unreported rape by the victim 
usually leads back to what Ms. 
Klein calles the detailed tramma 
syndrom. There are three types of 
syndrom: 
1. Shock Fear- a woman's ability to 
hide the fact. Usually lasting up to 
six months. 
2. Relive the situation- feeling of 
hatred for men. Nightmares usually 
occur, this could last an entire 
life-time after the crime was com-
mited. 
3. Resolution- rape experience 
takes its place in the womans life, as 
she forgets about it. 

Woman need support after being 
raped. They need access to 
information in finding what steps 
she can make like information from 
Hospitals or Police. The information 
will aid in the woman to regain 
control of her life after the attack. 
Rape attacks must be handled 
extremely delicate as the victim 

could become pregnant of murdered 
Ms Klein further elaborated on this 
topic, stating that most rapes are 
planned, usually taking place in the 
victims home or car. A statistic she 
used was that since 1970, 87V2 of a ll 
rape cases were committed with no 
guns or knives. Most rapists 
commit their attacks by the use of 
the element of suprise. 

Many woman are looking into 
self-defense program, because their 
body structure isn't like that of a 
man, they need special training. 
Theuse of the Martial Arts is being 
taught to woman all over the world. 
When an attacker charges in on the 
woman, the woman only needs to 
get one blow into the sofest part of 
the attackers body, thus enabling 
the woman time to escape with out 
harm. The carrying of sprays, 
deodorants can be used to temp
orarily blind the attacker. Those, 
along with legal carrying of firearm-
are very effective ways to stop 
rape attacks. 

Ms. Klein stated that because this is 
an extremely difficult case to prove, 
many rapist are often freed to 
continue their crimes until they get 
caught and convicted. Here are 
some statistics on the subject: 
It is estimated that sixty to eighty 

Sercent of a ll rapes are planned. It 
>ver fifty percent of all rape 

attacks occur indoors, usually tne 
victims home. Fifty-four percent of 
the assailants are known by the 
victims. Ninety-one percent of all 
rapes are intra racial and thirty-five 

Eercent of all raped are commited 
y the victims husband, who usua

lly gets off easily because of their 
normal sexual acticity. The age of a 
rapist differs many times, in 1970, 
sixty percent of the rapist in 
America were 25 years old or less. 
Twenty-five percent of a ll reported 
rapes are Gang Rape; which is 
reported as one offense. During the 
1930's thru 1970, when rapist could 
have been executed for rape concit-
ions, 455executions took place for 
rape. Out of the 455 executed 405 
were Black Men. 

ms. Klein stated that rapist will 
attack woman and children between 
the ages of five to ninety. A film 
called Rape Culture was shown to 
the onlookers who were concerned 
with rapae on college campuses, 
like Trento State. The lecture was 
very well put together and it made 
many people aware of rape attacks 
on college campuses and it also 
informed the listeners what steps to 
take when confronted with a rapist. 
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For Colored Girls Who Have 

Considered 

Somebody-anybody-Sing a Black 
girl's song, 
Bring her out to know herself, to 
know you, 
But sing her song of struggle and 
hard times 

Sing her song of life; she's been 
dead so long, 
Trapped in silence so long she 
doesn't even know the sound of 
her own voice, her infinite 
beauty-
Sing her song of caring and 
struggle, 
Sing a righteous gospel, the 
making of a melody 
And let her be born, LET HER 
BE BORN 

And handled warmly. 

Strife, pain, misery, despair, 
tears, struggle, determination... 

All part of being a Black woman 
and labeled colored. 

On Saturday, October 6, The 
Elizabeth Taylor Byrd Fund spon
sored "For Colored Girls Who 
Have Considered suicide when the 
rainbow is enuf", which was held 
at the Trenton War Memorial 
Building. 

The cast of "Colored Girls" 
consists of s even Black women, all 
robed in different colors, symbo
lizing the trials and tribulations of 
Black women. 

Although many of the pieces 
examined the hardships encoun
tered in Black male-Black female 
relationships, Ntozake Shange's 
(author) focal point was that the 
white man is at fault. A lot of 
people fail to see this point, which 
causes the Black man on the 
whole to view the play in a 
negative aspect. 

05 

Suicide When the Rainbow is Enuf 
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"This play is for colored girls who have considered suicide but are moving 
to the ends of their own rainbows!" 

Perhaps Shange could have more 
clearly projected the underlying 
main theme-that conflicts do exist 
in Black man-Black women rela
tionships, but that white society 
is to blame. However, in 
examining the play closely, these 
points do come to light, as in the 
piece entitled, "Bo Willie Brown", 
which exemplified the Black man's 
struggle for his manhood in white 
society, where this is not per
mitted. Specifically, the passage, 

"Any nigger wanna kill Vietnamese 
children more than stay home and 
raise his own is sicker than a raving 
dog!", symbolizes the mental bur
den alone placed upon the Black 
man when he can't provide for his 
family. 

A piece which was partictilarly 
touching was, "Somebody Almost 
Run Off With All Of My Stuff', 
which characterized the plight of 
the Black woman when she's hurt 
in a lovfe affair. The core of this 
theme centers around the Black 
woman's ability to survive in spite 
of maltreatment. This vibrant 
element of survival makes it 
easier to tell a lover, "Instead of 
being sorry all the time, enjoy 
being yourself!" 

The theme song of " Colored 
Girls" , When I found God In 
Myselfproved to be challenging, 
for it signified that God is a 
woman. Deeper still, the song 
calls attention to the fact that the 
only dependent force the Black 
woman has is herself. 

Richard C. Wright 

"Colored Girls" sang a for rea l song 
of the Black women/men struggles. 

Tears of relief or perhaps gratitude 
rolled from many a face, for such an 
understanding of t he Black wom an 
is a communication process which is 
long overdue. But "Colored Girls 
understood, and they relayed the J 
message the only real way they 
could-from one colored girl to 
another. 

Judie A. Clark 
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Birth of a Nation 
While attending my weekly Wed. 
night night class, the proffessor 
had the class view the classic 
movie of 1915, entitled The Birth 
of a Nation. The movie, is 
another version of Thomas Dix
on's epic of 1906 called The 
Clansmen, in the world of cinema 
the movie is considered a land 
mark in motion picture history. 
Historically, the movie began with 
the begginning years of the Civil 
War and the assasination of 
President Lincoln, a visual spect
acle in 1915 by John Wilkes Booth 
at the Ford's Theatre in WAshing 
ton D.C.. The full length movie is 
twelve reels long; a rather long 
film in the beginning of cinema. 
It has come to my attention that 
life was extremely hard for the 
African slaves in America, this 
particular situation is one we as 
African's can relate to extremely 
easily. The producer, David 
Griffith was considered by many 
people to be a racist American, 
worked very hard to degrade and 
abuse America and its Black 
population. He was very harsh in 
his filming of the movie, he didn't 
care for any Black's and he 
wished them all back as slaves, so 
he assigned white actors to play 
roles of black men wearing black 
face. In later years, he assigned 
white actresses to play tragic 
roles of b lack women called tragic 
mulattoes. At this point in time, 
approximately 1865, the movie 
begins with Lincoln's assasination, 
the great Civil War battles, the 
surrender of Confederate General 
Robert E. Lee, and the Recon
struction Period after the war. 
This point in time is the very 
beginning of true racism in 
America. 

In viewing the film, the whole 
center of spectacle could be the 
way the African Slaves got their 
freedom and the hatred white 
America had for the African's. 
White American's didn't enjoy our 
freedom because they were losing 
free help. And their right to 
totally abuse and degrade all 
Black pe ople. The movie portray

ed black's as vidians while the 
notorius KU KLUX KLAN actlike 
the saviors of the land, and the 
unprotected whites, who are 
under attack by a band of killer 
Black people? Believe me, the 
way it wasn't was the way it was. 
Were we not the ones who were 

wipped and lynches and abused 
for so long? And are the 
K.K.K.really the saviors of the 
land? We know the real story. 
And we were terribly upset. 
Then, unfortunately for the Black
's the movie is presented in the 
big cities of the U.S.A. The 
N.A.A.C.P. tried exhaustedly to 
stop the viewing of this film. But 
most of their efforts were to 
know avail, the movie was being 
seen by thousands of American's 
across the country. 

The movie made the Black's very 
upset because white film makers 
had the goals in mind to start 
acting like their racist ancestor's 
had acted some time before. 
Black people started in with the 
Black Power movement because 
the movie stirred up the hatred 
blacks have for white's. I am 
now aware of the difficulty living 
was for our ancestors in the late 
1800's and early 1800's. It really 
should be shown to young Black 
brothers and sisters, because they 
really don't know exactly how 
badly treated we were during this 
time and the time prior to the 
movie. The movie is a land mark 
in motion picture cinema because 
for the time period involved, it is 
well put together. It was a 
cinematic sensation across the 
nation, for the white folks of that 
time. For those people who have 
not yet been so fortunate in 
viewing this motion picture spect
acle... Try and see it. You will 
definetly learn from it.. 

By, 
William S. Mclean 
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The Distortion of Social Reality 

In viewing the film, "Birth of a 
Nation," I could not help but reflect 
upon the exaggerated or distorted 
picturs of social reality that Ameri
can film conveys to it s audiences. 
Therefore, my basic assumption in 
the construction of th is brief, but to 
the point review of "Birth of a 
Nation," is that film, like other art 
forms, can be utilized as a social tool 
which can either reinforce the 
existing belief and value systems of 
the domainant or add to it's 
destruction. 

The controversial film, "Birth of a 
Nation," clearly expresses and sup
ports the belief and value system of 
the dominant Anelo-Saxon. A 
belief and value system constructed 
from the myth of white supremacy 
and black inferiority. This myth of 
white supremacy vs. black inferior
ity is expressed in the movie in a 
number of ways. The first and most 
obvious is the depiction of the 
beleived inability of the subservient 
class to occupy positions of author-
ity-a belief that was widespread 
during the production of the film. 
In this sense, the film was used as a 
social weapon which served to 
reinforce tne negative myths of 
Black people in the minds of the 
White public. In short, the film is 
responsible for supporting the 
myths and fantasies that White 
people would like to believe about 
the masses of Black folk. In keeping 
with the unrealistic nature of 
American film, the distorted and 
reversed picture of social reality 
should not come as a shock. I.C. 
Jarvie elaborates on the unreal and 
supportive nature of America film 
in his book entitled, "Movies and 
Social Criticism: Aspects of Their 
Social Psychology:" 

"Commercial entertainment films 
encourage people to escape from 
the problems of their lives, to live in 
a dreamland. Audiences are thus 
not helped to face and cope with 
life's problems, resulting in their 
sinking into a sort of lassitude. 
Now fums, as the art of t he masses, 
surely have the responsibility to 
inform the masses, not to distract 
them; to help them cope with 

problemsm, not run away from 
them." 

I. C. Jarvie suggest that the nature 
of film should be to accurately 
inform the masses as to the prob
lems of their society and to provide 
them with possible answers to 
them. The writers of "Birth of a 
Nation," neglected their social re
sponsibility by not providing an 
accurate account of the problems 
facing the American public after the 
Civil War. Instead it goes to the 
extreme in depicting the Negro as 
the major source of illness in 
American society, thus creating a 
scapegoat for a problem that the 
White man himself created. In 
addition to providing a scapegoat 
for the problems of the day, the 
film, as pointed out earlier, reinforc
ed the value system of the dominant 
class. Jarvie lends support to this 
assumption by showing how the 
status of values and mores can be 
uplifted and on the other hand, the 
values and mores of the subservient 
class undermined. Jarvie states: 

"Connected with legitimation is the 
tendency movies have to confer st 
atus on what they portray. Values 
and mores can be shown as unre
markable or even admirable and 
hence have their status enhanced. 
Because movies feature stars, star
dom has status. Because middle-
class life is extolled, it is important 
and worthwhile. Much of tne rage 
evoked by the heroic portrayal of 
the Klu Klux Klan in Birth of a 
Nation (war destroys the gentle 
South; only the Klan is left to 
defend honor) was because it was 
felt this would confer status on an 
unworthy organization. 

One can reverse the proposition and 
note that movies also can withdraw 
status. The portrayal of Blacks as 
menials, clowns, entertainers and 
very little else in White produced 
American movies for 80 years may 
have made it more difficult for them 
to fight for status as equal citizens." 

This statement shows how film can 
inject in the mind of the public a 
love or desire for undesirable 

elements. The heroic Klu Klux 
Klansmen are pictured in the film, 
and many others, as the great 
White Lord who have come to save 
the Nation from the incompetent, 
immoral darkies, thus preserving 
it's Democratic foundation. No time 
need be spent on disqualifying this 
aspect of the film, for we all know 
that the Klu Klux Klan represent 
the extreme opposite of their 
portrayal in the film. Also, no time 
need be spent on the effects of th e 
poor characterization of Blacks in V 
the film. It supports and reinforces 
many of the stereotypes of Black 
people that are still prevalent 
today. Jarvie states: 

"Film historians are inclined to 
think it's (Birth of a Nation) cheap 
romanticization of the South was 
the beginning of the many films V 
which portrayed the "country" 
Southern gentry and their happy 
slaves fighting for honor. Tne 
climax came in 1939 when Gone 
With the Wind (romance against a 
Southern Civil War background) 
became the all-time box-office 
champion despite its pro-South 
attitudes. Certainly after Birth of a 
Nation racial stereotypes became 
routine and blatant." V 

In conclusion, the film "Birth of a 
Nation" represents but one of an V 
increasing number of films which 
portray an exaggerated and distort
ed picture of social reality, which y 
serves to support the mainstream '• 
of American society. It's distorted ^ 
message was clearly stated and \ 
defined. 

Utimme 
Umana s 'I 

La Voz 
Oculta 

V 
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The Lease 
Whatever living arrangements you 
are presently involved with; renting 
a house, apartment, or room, you 
and your landlord have come to 
some sort of agreement concerning 
security deposits, rent, and mutual 
expectations. 

This agreement can spell the 
difference between a well main
tained, reasonable living space, and 
one that you'd sell your grand
mother's wedding ring to get out 
of. 

We've all heard horror tales 
concerning students who have been 
caught up in a bad deal. Their 
security deposit was never re
turned, they were billed for dam
ages which were there before they 
moved in or they were evicted for 
violating terms of the lease that 
they didn't even know existed. 

Don't let this happen to you! 

A few, simple precautions and a 
little bit of fo reknowledge can go a 
long way in preventing these 
problems from oc curring. 

There are two basic types of leases, 
the oral lease and the written lease. 
They both have benefits and they 

also have some dra wbacks. 

THE ORAL LEASE 

An oral lease is a verbal agreement 
between you and the landlord. It is 
easy to enter into, and just as easy 
to get out of. 

All that is req uired to terminate or 
cnange the agreement is 30 days 
uSl, L either you or the 
landlord. That's the catch. 

Ifnrinl ,reason whatsoever the 
p, • , r w!*hes to raise the rent or 
month's°noffceCan d° S° ^ jU§t * 

ments*™6re are any disagree-
resDon«ihrt^rninl> exPectations or 
gP-wWrtua; they are difficult, at 
terms of th without written of the agree ment. 

Do not agree to anything or count 
on verbal promises unless they are 
backed up in writing, signed and 
dated by both you and landlord. 

WRITTEN LEASE 

A written lease is a legal document 
which should be read, and then 
reread before signing. 

Leases are primarily written to 
protect the landlord. 

Do not, under any circumstances, 
sign anything you don't understand. 
If you have a question, ask it; even 
if yo think it sounds silly or stupid. 
It could save you some money or a 
big hassle later on when trouble 
comes up or you want to move. 

A lease is not a total document. If 
there are sections or paragraphs 
you do not agree with, cross them 
out. 

New phrases or substitutions should 
be signed by the landlord and yo on 
all copies of the lease. The landlord 
may not agree to the changes, but 
you can try to fit the tenant 
expectations to your lifestyle. 

The landlord is required to give yo 
a copy of the lease and allow you to 
study it on your own time before 
signing it. 

Look for the following information 
within the body of the lease: 

Provisions for rent payment (how 
much, when it's due, and late fees, 
if any) 

The length of rental (beware the 12 
month lease if you won t be around 
during the summer months) 

Do not sign a lease that has blank 
spaces. Always obtain a copy of 
the lease, making sure that it nas 
been signed by both you and the 
landlord and is dated. 

SECURITY DEPOSITS 

Most landlords demand a security 

deposit when yo move into your 
apartment or house. 

The deposit can be no more than 1 
1/2 months rent. This money is 
still yours, and must be deposited 
within 30 days by the landlord in a 
savings account bearing interest. 
During this time, the landlord is 
required to notify you of where it is 
deposited and the amount deposited 
in writing. 

When you move out, the landlord is 
required to return your deposit and 
all but 1 1/2 of the interest within 
30 days. If this is not done, you 
should receive a written explanation 
from the landlord stating why you 
did not receive the deposit in its 
full amount. 

APARTMENT INSPECTION 

Before signing a lease, thoroughly 
inspect your living space. 

Go from room to room and make 
a detailed list of the present 
condition of all fixtures, surfaces 
and appliances. 

Remember to include: Floors-are 
they warped, stained, or cracked; 
waUs-any cracks, holes, or spots; 
Ceilings-plaster falling down; Car-
pets-stained, frayed, or torn; 
Bathroom fixtures-damaged in any 
way; Kitchen appliances-what is 
there, how does it work. 

Just don't write down "good" for 
that refrigerator. Check to see if 
the egg holder is cracked, the 
shelfs are all there, and that the 
freezer door shuts tightly. 

Take pictures of areas that are in 
need of repair. A c opy of t his list 
and the pictures should be 
attached on all copies of the lease 
and signed and date by both you 
and the landlord. This is your 
insurance against being charged 
for previous damages and neces
sary repairs. 
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Rapper's Delight 
To Cindy Woolbright 

Thanks for a very encouraging and 
productive summer. Looking for
ward to working with you in the 
future. 

The Madhatter 

To Brother Bilal, 

May the peace and blessings of 
Allah be upon you and yours. Long 
live the spirit of the Dear Holy 
Apostle. 

T. Shabazz 

To J.L.C. 

When was the last time you made a 
trip to lunchville, U.S.A. to visit Sir 
Lunchalot. 

Starchild's younger brother 

To Terri, 
I hope your associates will always 
remember you 

Love, Pauline 

To all the new WIZ members, 

We are happy to have you all. 

Former members 

To Duncan, 

You have been a good friend to me. 
I feel you are the sister I never had. 
Good luck in the future. Love ya! 

Roto-Rooter 

To Big Ben 

Congratulations you "Big" presi
dent. 

P.H. 

To Billie J. from Rider, 

You have an admirer from Trenton 
State College. 

Marshmellow 

To Ingrid, 

I know there will be ups and downs, 
but I'm glad to have you as my 
roommate. 

Mookie, 

There's only one thing I miss being 
off campus and it's you. 

Mindy 

Ganja Girl, 

Hey mom! What you got cooking in 
the pot. Invite me over for some 
fried dumplings. I miss you deeply 

Monkey 

To my Zeta lady, 

I am thinking about you. 

Russell 

To the Freshmen of T.S.C. 

Omega bids you welcome. 

To Bernie, 

I love you bee...they are so healthy. 

H.M. 

To Ingrid, 

I enjoyed your birthday very much. 

Love, Winnie Dyges 

To Slow Talker, 

Thanks for inviting me to your 
birthday party. 

Little Bit 

To B.A. 

I love your sweet and sexy ways. 

L.R. 

To Trish, 

You are a very good friend to have. 

Pauline 

To Josy, 

Don't wake me up before 8:00. 

Ganja 

Pee-Wee, 

Let's be friends. I would like to 
have you over for dinner and some 
backgammon. 

Juicy 

My English isn't very good. 

Kunta 

You didn't say that last night! 

Perfect 

S.c. 

Help me make my fantasy come 
true. 

R.C. 

Phillip 

Why don't you stop by sometime so 
I can find out where you live. 

To Godfather: 

Did I ever tell you I think your hat 
is sexy? 

JLC 

To Gary B. 

Honest to God, an egghead beats a 
big head anyday!!! 

To Kit-Kat: 

If you don't stop picking up on "my 
stuff' our friendship may come to a 
quick halt. 

Gypsy 
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P O E T I C  V O I C E S  

0 
Companionship 

Even though we are sharing love, 
that doesn't mean I'll be here forever. 

Even though we are now caressing, 
that doesn't mean I'll be here 
eternally. 

Even though we care a lot for each 
other, 
that doesn't mean there should be 
everlasting bonds between us. 

Even though I enjoy every precious 
moment we've had together, 
that doesn't mean that we should be 
tied down to one another. 

All that means is that I want, crave, 
and desire your companionship. 

by Ms. Robin Goodwin 

Endangered Species 

Your existence is threatened 
like many other species. 
Victims of future shock/scientific pro
gress. 
Power hungry/human beings 
Man's dream 
is to be supreme 
The one almighty God 
Mimicking God's control of life and 
death 
substaining life/the pill 
taking life/abortion 
The will of men/chemistried 
for you were conceived in sin 
Is it then not a sin 
for men to play God? 

Patty Jackson 

o 

Three of a Kind 

We are three of a kind. 
Black, together and fine. 
The players all over the world, we 
are bold, so we are told. 
But we aren't players all over the 
world, 
Just in places where feelings aren't 
cold. 
Serious in thoughs, we're highly 
acclaimed. 
To make it in this world of fame. 

We are proud Black brothers, three 
of a kind. 
Sharing the same feelings and values, 
as you'll find in time. 
We're three of a kind, going the same 
way. 
Check out our friendship when 
passing one day. 
Our secret is unity, one might say. 
Our secret is unity, we're basically 
the same. 
And we play no games, we tell you 
this way. 

Brothers and Sisters Across the Sea 
brothers and sisters across the sea. 
Working, praying, fussing and weeping 
You stay up worrying hile all others are 
sleeping. 
On your feet everyday 
With no time left to play. 
Raised your childre best you could, 
ready to lay down like anyone sensible 
would 

Life's repeating it's every moment. 
Babies crying while old folks is dying. 
The White man keeps lying. 
Damn it I'm gonna stop trying. 

Hold fast to your dreams, 
No matter how hard it seems. 
God is watching your every step. 
Heavens gonna be something you'll 
never forget. 

Kathy Green 

Will Star 
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Dying Heart 
You must not realize what you are 
doing to me. 
But it's all deeper than the eye can 
see. 

You're slowly tearing my heart apart, 
can anyone tell me when and why 
this had to start. 

My feelings for you are quite evident, 
but the words that you speak are 
really never meant. 
You keep telling me that you'll let me 
know, 
still you keep me hangfng with my 
head down low. 

There must be a reason for all of 
this, 
or maybe you said it, but^ it's 
something I missed. 
I keep asking myself is it all 
worthwhile, 
or am I just putting myself through 
some kind of trial. 

My heart is dying more with each 
day, 
wondering exactly what I have to 
say, 
to get you to give some idea 
why your breaking my heart and 
leaving me in tears. 

Just let me know if you feel the 
same, 
for I can't continue playing this kind 
of game. 
There's nothing more I can say or do, 
cause this dying heart is now waiting 
on you. 

G.B.H. 

Don't Quit 
w hen things go wrong, as they some
times will, 
When the road you're trudging seems 
all uphill, 
When the funds are low and the debts 
are high, 
And you want to smile, but you have to 
sighr 
When care is pressing you down a bit. 

Rest if you must, but don't quit. 
Life is queer with its twist and turns. 
As every one of us sometimes learns. 
And many a fellow turns about 
When he might have won had he stuck 
it out. 
Don't give up though the pace seems 
slow. 
You may succeed with another blow. 

Often the goal is near than 
It seems to a faint and faltering man. 
Often the struggler has given up. 
When he might have captured the 
victor's cup. 
And he learned too late when the night 
came down. 
How close he was to the golden crown. 

Success if failure turned inside out. 
The silver tint of the clouds of doubt. 
And you never can tell how clbse you 
are. 
It may be near when it seems afar. 
So stick to the fight when you're 
hardest hit. 
Its when things seem worst that you 
must not quit. 

These few words sure mean a lot, so 
^on't you quit 
GIVE IT ALL YOU GOT. 

Reach for the stars 

Reach for the stars. Cause they 
aren't far. Strive, strive, higher 
than high. Cause some where out 
there is your ultimate high, the 
lovely sky.. I have to reach high 
into the sky, cause there is 
something up there waiting for 
me. 

By Willie Mclean 
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The Land and the People 
Latin News 

Peru: 
The fourth largest country on the 
South American continent, Peru 
occupies an area of five hundred-
thousand square miles. Included in 
the national territory are thirty 
islands and more than fifty islets. 

Peru is bounded on the North by 
Ecuador and Colombia and extends 
southward abo ut 1,400 miles alont 
the Pacific Ocean to Chile; it is 
bordered on the East by Brazil and 
Bolivia. Alth ough Peru lies entirely 
within the tropics, a few degress 
South of the Equator, it has a 
climate which var ies from torrid to 
frigid, as a result of extreme 
altitudes and unique geographical 
conditions. 

THE PEOPLE 

The most numerous and interesting 
of Peru's indigenous peoples are the 
Indians of th e Andrean highlands, 
who still speak the Quechua tongue 
of their Inca ancestors. So deeply 
rooted were the customs and in
stitutions of t he Inca regime that 
the Spanish conquest and more 
than four centuries of Western 
culture have failed to change the 
basic pattern of life in the more 
remote Indian communities. 

Differing from the highland Indians 
in physical fea tures, language and 
customs are the numerous tribes of 
the Montana and the Amazon Basin, 
many of whom are too isolated to be 
reached by c ensus-tract takers and 
whose numbers are, therefore, not 
accurately known. 

Another racial element in the 
reruvian population was introduc
ed early in the colonial period with 
ne importation of African people as 

s aves. Peru, being less accessible 
tv°m 1 published trade routes 
,,an c°'°nies, received fewer slaves 

an t he east coast and Carribean 
reas. Slavery was abolished in 

Peru in 1854. 

From prehistoric times to the 
Lsei*- music, dancing, and fiesta 
fnrm* inseparable in Peru, 
fniti,in^?nej^. e country's richest 

ral tr aditions and reflecting a 

cross section of Peruvian life in all 
its human aspects. 

The Spanish found a variety of 
music in Peru based on a pentatonic 
scale, played on wind instruments, 
including horns, reed flutes, and 
panpipes. Percussion instruments 
such as drums, rattles and gourds 
were also utilized. The traditional 
song and dance combinations native 
to Peru are the Yaravi-a sorrowful 
song dealing mostly wth love and 
death; the Huanca-used in agricul
tural ceremonies; the Huayno-song 
and dance for couples; the Cashua-a 
collective dance done in a circle; and 
the Marinera-derived from the 
Creole Zamacueca-a gay and pop
ular dance for couples. Music is 
highly regionalized and differs in 
the Sierra and on the coast. 

The native Peruvians adapted to 
European harp, violin and other 
instruments to their own special 
uses. Today one may see these and 
the native instruments being play
ed by conjuntos, or bands, at the 
numerous fiestas that crowd the 
calendar in Peru. Special costumes 
are reserved for these occasions 
and no spectacle is more colorful 
than a genuine fiesta. 

One of the great musicians and 
composers of national music was 
Mariano Melgar, a heroic figure of 
the war for independence and an 
organist of n ote. A poet, as well as 
a composer, he wrote the lyrics for 
his Yaravis, which are still popular 
today. A great contribution to the 
knowledge of Peru's folk music was 
made by Daniel Alomia Robles 
(1871-1942), who spent twenty-two 
years traveling throughout the 
land, collecting and classifying more 
than a thousand themes, including 
those of the Inca, colonial, and 
Mestizo periods. 

The country is divided into three 
main geographical areas; the coast
al plains or lowlands; the piedmont, 
which shares some of the tropical 
heat of the coastal plains and the 
cool climate of the mountains; and 

the highlands, which cover almost 
two thirds of the area of the 
country. 

The dominant feature of the physi
cal geography of Guatemala is it's 
mountain system. The mountain 
range known as the Cordillera de 
los Andes at Tehuantepec, Mexico, 
forms two separate ranges upon 
entering Guatemala. One entering 
at San Marcos is know as the Sierra 
Madre, and the other, at Huehuete-
nango, forms the Cuchumatanes 
system. Thus the country has two 
mountain systems which originate 
from the same source. The main 
part of the Cuchumatanes lies in the 
departments of Huehuetenago and 
Quiche. They are the highest 
mountains in Central America, with 
Zemal peak rising 12,467 feet above 
sea level. The Sierra Madre forms 
the central plateau of the Republic 
and constitutes the continental 
water divide. Other mountain 
systems originate from the Sierra 
Madre and branches continue into 
the republics of El Salvador and the 
Honduras. 

There are thirty-three known vol
canoes in the country, all of them 
along the mountain range parallel 
to the Pacific Ocean, extending 
some 217 miles from the Mexican 
border near Tajumulco Volcano, the 
highest in Central America with an 
elevation of 13,780 feet, to the 
border with El Salvador. The 
volcanic axis has an average dis
tance of forty-three to forty-nine 
miles from the shores of the Pacific. 
The fuego and Pacaya volcanoes in 
the central part of the country at 
times belches forth smoke and lava 
and in the Western highlands, the 
Santiaguito Volcano is in constant 
eruption. The Santa Maria Volcano 
is located in the Southwest. 

THE CLIMATE 

Guatemala has two seasons: the 
rainy season, lasting from May to 
October-on the coastal plains the 
rain regime is more variable-and 
the day season, from November to 
April. The rains come mostlyjn the 
form of short, hard showers, usually 

cont. on 16 
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Retrospect Through Introspect 
Jose Rodriguez 

Some people would like to say that they 
preach unity. By this meaning, the 
unity of all men regardless the differ
ence in culture or skin tone. They feel 
this way because they have been taught 
that we all are genetically the same, 
even though various aspects about each 
of us may vary. So they tell themselves 
"we all should strive for peace i and 
equality for all men, we should try to 
live with our brothers." Well, this is a 
very beautiful romantic way to view 
life, yes wouldn't it be nice if we could 
all live together in peace and harmony, 
each of us equal to one another with no 
one superior or inferior. Now would 
this be hip or wouldn't it be hip! The 
truth of the matter is that this is the 
most passive way to view life. Living 
life with such an ideal will never let you 
disrupt the equilibrium of your enviro
nment. Your ideals are too humanistic to 
look upon your fellowman in a doggish 
way. Even though your environment, 
your fellow black/brow yellow/white 
man abuse you, and inflict harm upon 
you, your ideals do not permit you to 
lie, cheat, steal, shoot, stab, mangle, 
bomb, or kill! Now how in hell's name 
are you going to change such a fuck-up 
country without these necessary essen
tials. 

I was taught if a man stepped on your 
pride you had to fight. But I've seen 
this country's government shit dead in 
all our faces and here we are still 
preaching this passive, internal revolu
tion bullshit. In order for internal 
revolution (working within a system to 
gain control of it) to be successful the 
reins of control must be in the hands of 
the revolutionaries. Shit! We can't even 
find jobs, let alone have control of 
government agencies. And for those of 
us who say "well, I have too much to 
lose to be against the system," I'd ask 
you to total all of y our posessions, and 
see if their combined value is worth 
more than freedom? Don't think you 
are free, because you're not. With 
curfews, laws, racism, bigotry, and 
countless other limitations on our 
actions, how can you classify yourself as 
free? 

We now live in an era in which our 
country is relieving its depression upon 
its people, and we sit silently absorbing 
all the maladies of our times. What is 
needed today are strong people, people 
who will not stand abuse, and social 
slavery. People who when hurt will not 
cry, but scream. 

cont. from15 
during the afternoons and evenings. 

The mean temperature of the 
country varies from 50 degrees in 
the highlands to 104 degrees in the 
shade in the coastal regions. Frost 
forms on top of the mountains over 
4,800 feet above sea level, while the 
summits of some volcanoes are 
sporadically covered with snow. 
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Utimme Umana 
la Voz oculta 

our motto is: read and 
enjoy. If you don't 

like it join and 
change it. 
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Campus speak-out 
************** 
^ In recent months the subject of 
* rape h as come to the attention of Lr 

many students. Our campus speak- ^ 
u out question is, in your opinion, is *C 
J the death penalty to severe a 
)* punishment for a convicted rapist? J 

In my opinion, I f eel as though all 
those who sexually assault a woman 
should automatically receive the 
death penalty. No one has the right 
to take advantage of a woman 
because some women never learn 
how to mentally cope with a n 
experience like rape. 

Terri D. Harley 

I feel the death penalty is an 
appropriate punishment for convict
ed rapist because no one has the 
right to misuse a woman in any 
way. By instituting the death 
penalty maybe the percentage of 
rapes will decrease. 

Mollie Johnson 

The death penalty seems to be an 
extreme. 

Yes, only if the rapist is made to 
suffer for the remainder of his life. 
The death penalty is too cruel for 
any human being. 

Edwin Rothmaller 

Although rape is a degrading 
experience, death is a very stiff 
penalty for rape. Your life should 
only be taken if you take someone 
else's life. Ten to twenty years in 
prison is an appropriate punish
ment for rape. 

Elizabeth Reason 

I think a convicted rapist should be 
committed to a mental hospital and 
locked up for a major portion of 
their life. 

Randy Reina 

I do not believe in killing a rapist for 
the simple fact that rapist are 
disturbed people, who have some 
sort of problems with women, and 
most of the time rape is not related 
to sexual desires. Often the motive 
is revenge. I feel they should be 
confined and treated. If treatment 
fails repeatedly then perhaps more 
drastic measures should be taken. 

Thomas R. Herrington 
Chris Bojanovic 

I feel a person who commits rape 
has a psychological disorder, and 
should be confined in an institution. 
An institution would analyze and 
treat their problem. 

Deborah Gidden s 

I think that the convicted rapist 
should not get anything less than 
the death penalty. If n ot the death 
penalty, that person should be 
committed to a maximum security 
mental institution. 

Barry Turner 
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*************************************** 7^ M 
} Astrological Forecast * 

ARIES-March 21-April 20 * TAURUS-April 21-May 20 ^ AQUARIUS-Jan. 20-Feb. 19 * 

Accent this month should be placed 
on re-evaluating and finding import
ant information in regard to your 
career objectives. Do not wait 
around for someone to come and 
drop a bundle of information into 
your lap. You must search every 
nook and cranny to obtain informat
ion that will benefit you in the 
choosing of your career. 

LEO-July 23-Aug. 22 

Stop being a quiet observer for a 
change. While quietness is a virtue 
that everyone should possess, if 
taken to the extreme or near 
extreme, it becomes a hinderance to 
oneself and others. A little loud
ness never hurt anyone. 

GEMINI- May 21-June 30 * 

Gemini, its about time that you 
start takin care of those personal 

Eroblems in your life. No matter 
ow big or small your personal 

problems may be, they can all be 
conquered if a little intelligence and 
common sense is applied. Man or 
woman was not put on earth to 
succumb to worldly problems. 
Instead, he or she was put here to 
conquer those problems. Remem
ber, your mind is the pilot of that 
ship called the human body, and 
within your mind lies the power to 
steer it anyway that you choose. 
You must also have a large degree 
of a mbition for the course that you 
take and the goal you wish to reach 
may be very far away. But you can 
do it. After all, you are the crown of 
God's creation. 

SCORPIO-Oct. 23-Nov. 21 • 

Job hunting is almost always a 
struggle, especially in this modern 
world where there is so many 
others out to compete with you. 
However, persistence hardly ever 
fails. If you are persistent in your 
pursuit of the type of employment 
you desire, eventually you will 
succeed. 

Taurus, lunchmeatphobia best de
scribes your first few weeks of 
October. Lunchmeatphobia is the 
tendency for human beings to 
temporarily forget activities that 
they have obligated themselves to. 
Get on the ball Taurus, this is no 
time for sleeping! Don't worry 
about too much, we all go out to 
lunch twice a day on occaisions. 

SAGITTARIUS-Nov. 22-Dec. 21 * 

Sagittarius, I know that kindness 
and the willingness to help others is 
a big part of yo ur basic personality, 
but an overdose of kindness and 
willingness to help others really 
doesn t help the other party at all. 
An overdose of these qualities more 
than often produces within other 
people a dependency which de
velops into a "taken for granted," 
attitude. Kindness is a virtue, but 
too much is foolish. 

CAPRICORN-Dec. 22-Jan. 19 * 

Entertainment and other social 
activities will characterize the rest 
of October for you Capricorn. Don't 
feel too bad about overdoing it a 
little. If you think about how hard 
you work at what you do and the 
seriousness with which you pursue 
it, then you will say to yourself, "I 
deserve a few weeks of shooting the 
Bull." Take care Capricorn and 
enjoy the concert. 

VIRGO-Aug. 23-Sept. 22 -fc 

Virgo, I see that you have shaken 
off t he lingering effects of a selfish 
attitude. Welcome back to the 
planet of the living. Maybe now you 
can go about the business of helping 
others with problems that you 
know you are qualified to deal with. 
Stand-up and be the strong charis
matic leader that you are supposed 
to be. 

Recently you have been thinking 
about your former high school 
sweetheart. Maybe its time that 
you try and locate the whereabouts 
of those important associates who 
will always hold a special place in 
your heart. A good friend is a 
terrible thing to loose. 

LIBRA-Sept. 23-Oct. 22 

It seems that you are having 
trouble dealing with the fact that 
you have just lost your loving 
fiancee to a college that is not 
within your traveling distance. 
Well, theres not much to say about 
that except, as the Isley Brothers 
once said, "love the one you are 
with." You can rest assure that 
your fiancee is applying the same 
bit of logic. 

CANCER-June 21-July. 22 y 

Organizational business will occupy 
much of your thought during Oct
ober. See new ways to manage 
your time, so that you will have 
time to devote to those small but 
important activities that you norm
ally don't get around to. 

PISCES-Feb. 20-March 20 

Emphasis this month should be 
placed on re-establishing or patch
ing relationships with your family. 
The family is one of the most 
important elements of human soc
iety, so we must make sure that our 
families are close knit, even if it 
means giving in a little. Be nice and 
loving to those who constitute your 
primary and secondary relations. 
By the way! Don't forget that you 
are suppose to call mom tonight. 

\ 
S: by Lewis Stephens 

a.k.a. Talib Snabazz 
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The Exo rcism of Unnatural Mentality 
Rasheed Shabazz 
Nation of Islam 

According to the dictionary mean
ing, to exorcise is to drive out an 
evil spirit or t o expel by usage of a 
holy name. Although the name of 
God or the Devil is not mentioned it 
is clear to see there is a war 
between God and the Devil. It has 
always been the way of those who 
dwell in darkness to oversimplify or 
to exaggerate beyond human know
ledge reality . However, there are 
some who have kn owledge or light 
of the simplification of such a thing, 
but expand it beyond ordinary 
understanding. For example, many 
people saw the movie the exorcist, 
but it's exaggeration caused the 
ordinary mind to separate it from 
it's own reality. In other words, one 
cannot see such a spirit in oneself. 
This spirit that is exaggerated by 
movie makers is not a strange spirit 
but it is the s pirit of a certain type 
of knowledge which has inhabited 
the mental make-up of the human 
form. It has possessed the biologi
cal nature as a vehicle of e xpression 
and made an oath to defy every
thing that is natural to human 
growth. 

Such a possession se ts in a pattern 
of self-destruction. This self-de
struction sometimes can be seen 
but cannot be warded off b ecause of 
not having prope r defense mechan
isms. The only proper defense 
mechanism is the spirit of a holy 
name. 

The holy name by itself will not be 
enough, but the spirit must be there 
also. The spirit is the fire or 
warrior in the vehicle that burns up 

e spirit of impro per knowledge, 
the movies that you see and the 
ooks you read are very deceptive. 

The cross or emblem used in the 
a„S J® emblem of the 
mpnt r ort anti-natural develop
ed SUS *as made t0 bear the 
shame S a£.emblem of suffering and 
eravpv, J ? cross ls  used in the 

dead h ! u Slgnify where the 
cross ic en laid t0 rest. The 
as a t «T?in shape of a sword 
48 3 t001 war and murder. 

Christ did not give the world this 
emblem. It was given by the 
anti-Christ. I know this will excite 
most Christians, but since they 
have never known the truth, it 
should excite them. I hope it 
excites them so much that they 
begin to think. 

Improper knowledge destroys ones 
ability to reason from common 
sensual perception. Why do we 
wear the cross? Why do we hold 
the cross up high? We have been 
given improper knowledge. Cath
olics refer to the cross as the 
crucifix. To crucify means to create 
or bring about a great injustice. 
The cross is not made to represent 
truth, justice and equality. It was 
made to represent just the oppo
site. 

For those who wish to argue that 
the cross is a symbol of freedom, 
justice and equality, study history 
and it will surely prove you wrong. 
Jesus did not carry the cross of his 
own free will. He was made by the 
devil to bear the cross as a burden. 

The devils mocked Jesus. They 
said, if your father is God then let 
him get you down from the cross. 
To show that they had crucified 
Jesus in the flesh and mind they 
made his followers wear a cross. 
Not through force, but through the 
induction of improper knowledge. 
This induction of improper know
ledge was done through the revis
ion and transformation of s cripture. 
Now look at my poor brothers and 

sisters. They wear the cross and 
defend it till death, blindly thinking 
they are defending what Christ 
stood for. They quote and recite 
the scripture, not really knowing or 
caring where it came from. 

Messenger Muhammad (peace and 
blessings of Allah be upon J1,11") 
said, we were deaf, dumb and blind. 

We do not hear for ourselves, 
speak for ourselves nor see our
selves. We are a people who have 
been crossed up. Behind the 
knowledge of the cross we are 

taught to love our enemies; love 
those who spitefully use you. If a 
man slaps you on your left cheek, 
then offer him your right. This is a 
very foolish teaching and one that 
could not have come from a just God 
or a just Messenger. This was an 
old religious trick used by the 
Caucasian slavemaster to make his 
slaves docile or passive creatures. 
If your enemy is the devil and you 
love him you become at war with 
Allah (God). God does not love his 
enemies. Read your scripture 
brothers and sisters. See how Allah 
destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah. 
Look at how he beat up the Pharoah 
for his wickedness done to his 
slaves. If he wanted you to love 
your enemy, he would have loved 
his enemies. Think over these 
things brothers and sisters. 

My brothers and sisters you are 

fiossessed by unnatural mentality, 
t is unnatural for any living being 

to not defend itself in the face of 
destruction. Wake up and defend 
yourselves against the diabolical 
schemes of Satan (a man and his 
society). Thank you for your kind 
patience and attention. 

Utimme 
Umana 

La Voz 
Oculta 

A Third 
World 

Production 
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Can we build a successful com
munity if we do not stop the 
disease of crime? Can any health 
official create health and ignore 
the spreading of disease? The 
Honorable Elijah Muhammad has 
made it very clear to us that 
righteousness is the nature of the 
Black man, but wickedness is our 
lot because of the circumstances 
under which we live. 

Of the four-hundred thousand 
inmates that are in prisons and 
jails throughout America, over 
three-thousand of them are Black 
or Brown. Although we make up 
12 percent of the population, we 
are 75 percent of the inmates of 
penal institutions. Does this 
mean that we are a criminal 
people? Or does this mean that 
the society is criminal in it's 
oppression of us as a people. 

Brothers and sisters we cannot 
build a strong Black community 
unless we are willing to attack 
and destroy organized crime 
among our people. Not only must 
organized crime be destroyed, but 
unorganized crime as well. 

It is a shame that our Black 
elderly cannot walk the streets at 
night without their hard earnings 
being snatched by youngsters who 
have no regard whatsoever for 
our elderly, their lives or then-
well being. This is savage 
behavior that manifest the death 
of o ur community. 

Whenever the old are not safe 
among us and the very young are 
being destroyed; left in inciner
ators, in ash cans, abandoned, 
beaten and abused by fustrated 
parents; these are the signs of 
death and destruction to a 
community. 

I do not believe that the police 
department in it's present mind, 
it's present attitude cares that 
crime be stopped in our commun
ity. 

As I walked the streets in a 
major city recently, I saw a 
young Black man standing in a 

doorway saying, "I got your dope! 
I got your puis"! Twenty feet 
away there was a police car. So 
bold was the young man to sell 
this dope because he knew that 
the police were not there to stop 
him from destroying his commun
ity. 

Our young girls parade the street 
at night having been turned into 
street walkers by vicious pimps 
and by a cruel society that does 
not give outlets to the great 
talent that lies dormant in the 
Black community. 

The only good paying jobs that 
are open to Black men are for 
those few who are highly skilled 
or those who are willing to take a 
chance and help organized crime 
to destroy an entire people. This 
may sound like an indictment 
against our community but the 
manifest crime that goes on daily 
and nightly in the Black commun
ity is a manifestation of the 
hidden crime that goes on daily 
and nightly by Whites in business 
suites, from the government 
officials to judges, to teachers and 
those "respectable" society lead-
kers. 

The crimes that Black people 
commit are predictable because of 
a set of social circumstances that 
we have not manifested the 
ability to master. 

But what about the crime that 
goes on in the government and 
among White people? Some of 
their crimes are so staggering 
that the legislatures of the fifty 
states have not yet passed laws, 
constructed laws that keep up 
with the fast pace of crime among 
whites; crime that is committed 
in an ingenious way. Computer 
crime where millions of dollars 
are stolen each year and the 
criminals go free because there 
are no laws yet enacted to deal 
with this kind of c rime. 

Bold dope merchants, who bring 
their ships to the three or sevne 
mile limit, and stand boldly 
outside the limit, unloading their 

deadly cargo to smaller boats to 
bring that cargo into the various 
ports of e ntry in America. 

On ABC Television a program 
titled "Mind Control," manifested 
the wickedness of the CIA and 
the United States Army and their 
plan to develop certain deadly 
drugs which would give them 
complete control over the minds 
of t heir subjects. 

It was painful to see how wicked 
the government was and is, in 
their criminal misuse of the 
American people. But this kind 
of crime by agencies of the 
government goes unpunished. 
The criminality of the United 
States Government can be sum
med up in the closing words of 
that program when a White man 
involved with the CIA said before 
he died, "It was fun, fun, fun." 

Where else could a red blooded 
lie, cheat, steal, kill and rape with 
the sanction of the highest. We 
live in a criminal society. We live 
in a criminal world. And we are 
a reflection of the crimes of the 
criminals who rule the various 
governments and nations and 
people. We cannot look to the 
chief criminals to eradicate the 
crimes of the little criminal (Black 
peopple). 

This is our responsibility. Al
mighty God is working on the 
chief criminals to uproot and 
destroy them and put them 
against each other till all their 
governments are brought down. 
Thats God's work! Our work is 
to clean up ourselves and our 
community from the scourge and 
the blight of c riminal behavior. 

Think! Reflect! Then get up and 
do! The time of this world is at 
hand! This is the Final Call! 

By Minister Louis Farrakhan 
National Representative of the 
Nation of Islam 
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Prison News 
As I have stated many times in 
different articles, Trenton State 
Prison is a living hell hole and no 
place for any human being to live. 
Although m any are here, we try 

and make the best of it. 
However good our best is, to 
these inhumane people that keep 
us in contin ued bondage it's never 
good enough. I'm not crying 
because I can deal with it anyway 
it comes. However, I am 
concerned with the wrongs that 
are taking place all around me, 
therefore effecting me directly. I 
din't wait until I came to prison 
to start thinking and fighting 
against lies and falsehood. I've 
been active in the Civil Rights 
struggle of the sixties, and have 
been a Muslim all of my life. I've 
done my share, but there is 
always more to be done and so 
the struggle goes on and on. 

We have a store or canteen shop 
here at Trenton where we 
purchase our items; items such as 
canned goods, candies, chips, 
cookies, gum, towels, etc. How
ever, the items that we have to 
choose from is exceptionally small 
and we pay the same outragious 
prices a s you do on the outside. 
Though we pay the same ridicul
ous prices for our goods, we only 
an av erage of $18.00 per month. 
Whenever the prices soar on the 
outside, then we on the inside are 
forced to pay the same prices 
without our pay increasing to 
meet the rising cost of living. 
The average prisoner can't even 
afford to send a few dollars home 
to his family or loved ones, and 
what is more startling is the fact 
that the administration doesn't 
give a da mn. 

To help compensate a little, they 
allow us to receive one food 
package per month, but the 
weight mus t not exceed twenty-
five pounds. In addition to the 
weight restriction on packages, all 
packages can only contain certain 
items which the prison system 
deems necessary. A good home 
cooked and a balanced diet is out 
of the question. Yet the mess 

they serve us to eat most people 
would not even feed to their pet 
dog. They, have given the 
Trenton State Prison dining room 
the correct name, a mess hall. 
The prisoners at TSP have to go 
through cattle stalls before they 
can get to the mess hall. After 
entering the mess we are only 
given a half hour to eat and get 
back to our cells. Any prisoner 
who does not make it back in 
time will receive a charge against 
him. 

Now isn't that something; getting 
a charge for not returning to our 
cells fast enough for them. This 
problem, as well as other prob
lems, have been brought to the 
attention of the administration 
and has been met with limited 
response. 

I personally have watched the 
store prices go up four times 
since January this year and I 
know that every prisoner in 
Trenton State Prisoner has felt it 
also. But the present adminis 
tratiopn gives us no justice. 

As prisoners we can't even go to 
what is suppose to be our own 
PRC (Prisoners Representative 
Committee) because we know 
that they have allowed them
selves to become corrupted also. 

In closing, the prisoners at 
Trenton State Prison have made 
no significant gains during the 
past two years. If anything, we 
have taken a giant step back
wards. We must unify ourselves 
in protest if we are to combat the 
evils of the present administrat
ion. We must make a concerted 
effort or our cries of protest will 
go unheard. 

Thank You 
Mustafa 
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Football Round-up 
Paul Sanders 
Sports Editor 

The Lion's played William 
Patterson a few weeks ago in a 
game that will best be remembered 
as the Mud Bowl. Trenton State 
kept up it's winning tradition in the 
Patterson rivalry, Dy h anding 
Patterson a 3-0 defeat. Mike Lee 
blocked a William Patterson quick 
kick on their 40 yard line, while 
Sylvester Cunlandfer recovered the 
loose ball for the Lion's. After the 
Lion offense inevitably stalled in 
the mud, Scott Shirk kicked a 39 
yard field goal to wrap up the 
scoring. With conditions as they 
were a 3-0 lead was as secu .re as a 
30-0 lead under ordinary conditions. 
All this action happened late in the 

second quarter, and made the 
second half a mere academic ,er-
ercise. 

Trenton State thus went about the 
task of preparing its offensive 
machine for the Keith Watters 
Memorial Game against Seton Hall. 
Keith Watters, 23, a former stu
dent, athlete, coach, and fraternity 
president met an untimely death on 
the highway last April. After 
starring in football at Long Branch 
High School, here he acheived 
All-Shore status, he came to 
Trenton State College. Once at 
Trenton State, he picked up where 
he had left off in high school, by 
promptly becoming a starting de
fensive end. His play was so 
outstanding that he made All-Con
ference as a freshman. He started 
37 straight games and made All-
Conference two more times. He 
concluded his Trenton State career 
by being Kappa Alpha Psi Presi
dent and by being named TSC's 
Outstanding Scholar/Athlete in 
1976-77 by the Delaware Valley 
Football Hall of Fame. 

Besides all these attributes, he 
loved to help other students attain 
the same positive attitude and 
motivation tnat he had toward life. 
To put it simply, he was dedicated 
to the improvement of self and 
everyone around him. This is why a 
plaque in his honor will hang in the 
new college athletic center and why 
his fraternity will start a scholar
ship in his honor. 

Saturday dawned bright, warm and 
sunny and it appeared to be a 
perfect day for Trenton State to 
unwrap offensive fireworks in 
memory of one of their former 
coaches, Keith Watters. Except for 
the absence of senior co-captain, 
wide receiver, Tony Notaroberto, 
everything was go. 

Trenton State was soundly beaten 
by Seton Hall 17-8. The usually 
sure defense was metho dically 
picked apart by Seton Hall's quart
erback, Carl Zambelli. Zambelli 
performed like a master surg'.ion 
weilding his scapel, the forward 
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pass, ^ int o the heart of Trenton 
State's secondary for two quick 
scoring drives. Before the anesthi-
sia wore off it was 14-0 in favor of 
Seton Hall. Dan Smith, the Seton 
Hall fullback, scored the first TD on 
a one yard plunge. Rick Kersten 
scored the second TD by catching a 
four yard pass from Zambelli. 
Trenton State's offense could only 
sit helplessly and watch the aerial 
spectacular. To add injury to insult, 
once the secondary came to and 
stopped Seton Hall from passing at 
will, Tony Cassano kicked a 31 yard 
field goal to give Seton Hall a 17-0 
lead. , Oo cont. on 
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Kicking on to Victory 
The soccer team has gotten off to 
quite a good start this fall, with a 
4-3 recor d, including a 2-0 victory 
over Kean State. Trenton State 
being a Division III school, cannot 
offer s cholarships like some of its 
competition, ana thus has a soccer 
team composed of all New Jersey 
residents. Some of the players who 
have been performing exceptionally 
well are goalie Charlie Inverso, 
forward John Kim, back Bill 
Ronavn, forwards Bruno Somma 
and Alex Tordai. 

TSC beat Salisbury 1-0, with Ralph 
Di Torio scoring the only goal of the 
contest. They came up with a 
superb effort to beat St. Joseph's, a 
tough Division I school, 3-0. Jo 
Curti scored two goals and Lou 
Urbano had one to wrap up this one 
for Trenton State. Another victory 
was posted over conference rival, 
Stockton State, 2-0. Bruno Summa 
and J ohn Kim both chipped in the 
scoring with one goal a piece. 
Charlie Inverso, the goalie, has 
simply been magnificient posting a 
shutout in each of Trenton State's 
four wins. 

Sometimes the true character of 
teams is seen in adversity, not in 
triumph. The TSC soccer team 
proved their character in a 2-1 
overtime loss to East Strousberg. 
Although East Strousberg dominat
ed the game and had a shutout 
going until the last two minutes of 
the game, Alex Tordai sent the 
game into overtime. Unfortunately 
they loss the struggle in overtime. 
But they proved they have the 
character to be winners, never 
admitting defeat until the final 
second of t he contest has expired. 
The same principle applies to those 
who are successful in an even 
bigger game, the game of life. 

cont. from 22 
Trenton State finally mounted a 75 
yard drive late in the fourth 
quarter. Kim Miller had a key 20 
yard run in the drive. Jeff Williams 
capped the drive with an 8 yard run 
around e nd. Jim Pulaski caught a 
pass for a two point conversion to 
end th e day's scoring. Kim Miller 
lead all ru shers with 10 carries for 
78 yard s. 

Harriers 
lose two more 

The cross country team got off to a 
poor start because of inexperience 
and injuries, but has come back 
with resounding victories over 
William Patterson and New Jersey 
Tech. Senior Steve Wynn set a 
course record of 26:50.3, while 
leading a 17-43 rout over New 
Jersey Tech. The team's record 
was then 2-4. 

Steve Wynn, sophmore John Bay-
liss, and freshmen Vince Loicano 
have led the resurgenced to winn
ing form. Freshmen Andy Shachat, 
Jeff Miller, and Kevin Van Maiden 
have matured quickly and have 
aided the resurgence. Once last 
year's fifth man, Ed Parks, and the 
Utimme Umana's Will Star McLean 
recover from nagging injuries, the 
team will again have its full 
complement of runners. 

In the last couple of weeks, the 
Trenton State Cross-country team 
has suffered two critical losses. 
One came at the hands of the 
Glassboro State College cross-coun
try team, and the other by The 
cross-country team of Rider Col
lege. The scores were respectfully, 
17-44 and 20-35. 

Lions beat Profs 
The Lions managed to shake off the 
effects of the Seton Hall lost a week 
later by defeating Glassboro State 
College 15-14. This made the Lion's 
record 2-2. The Lions were down 
14-0 at the end of the third quarter, 
before they decided to start their 
offensive machine. The offense 
purred like a finely tuned engine, as 
they mixed their plays to perfect
ion. Dave Dudeck, the senior 
tailback, sparked the return to form 
with 109 yards, 1 touchdown and 
the all important two point convers
ion. Quarterback Bob Lockhart 
threw to tight end, Jim Pullaski, 5 
yards for the other touchdown. 

Paul Sanders 
Sports Editor 
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1980 Minority* Internship Program 
Offered by 

^newspaper 
-fond 

$1,000 Scholarship 
and 

A Salaried Summer Internship 

on a Daily Newspaper in 1980 

(average 1979 salary was $225 a week) 

For Students Planning to Enroll in or 
Return to Graduate School in Fall, 1980 

For more information and an application, write: 

Minority Internship Program 
The Newspaper Fund 
P.O. Box 300 
Princeton, N.J. 08540 

Application Deadline: Thanksgivinq Day 
(Nov. 22, 1979) 

*Note: This program is designed for minorities, as defined by the Federal Government: American citizens who are Black, Hispanic, Asian 
or Pacific Islander, American Indian or Alaskan Native. 


